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Edurific is created to make future tech learning more
exciting and show it's real value in the coming years. Edurific
is created by IITtians, Ph.Ds and alumni of Warwick Busin ess School, Michigan State University, New York University ,
London University with a vision to transform young kids into
industry experts and professionals. Earlier the resources
were available in terms of imaginary future technology
learning but today the fundamentals of creativity and
logic is thoroughly established and future-ready. The current system is 90% theory and 10% practical in real life.
We understand it's okay to be averagely understand all
facets of life but at the same time we also believe in conquering the best field of our choice. Let your kid choose and
pick their interest and we will help and guide them become
professionals and industry experts. Let your kid learn logic,
common sense and creativity to design their own galaxy.
Edurific doesn't only believe in dreaming but also turning
them into reality.

and a Website
Our 49 classes of coding is designed with a very specific
end-goal in mind : enabling the
student to create their own Progressive Web Application. To
that end,they will learn the practical intricacies of HTML, CSS
and JavaScript and in the process, learn how to make a fully
functional website from basics.

BASE BUILDER
PAC K AG E

Coding Concepts
BUY NOW

Create an
A.I. Powered
ChatBot and
VoiceBot
Our 49 classes of AI and ML is designed to take the kid from the
very basics of Artificial Intelligence

and

Machine

Learning

using Dialogflow, to creating a
fully functional and trainable AI
powered chatbot, and voice bot,
using Python as a base.

HI!

Create a Robot
Our robotics course ensures that your ward is educated from the very
basics of robotics, through numerous Arduino projects, finally ending
with advanced concepts including but not limited to : humidity and
temperature sensors, burglar alarms and an automated garden.

SUPER CODER
PAC K AG E
Coding Concepts +
Artificial Intelligence +
Robotics Learning

BUY NOW

Learn UI/UX
Desigining
Wondering what you’ll get to
learn in the UI-UX course with
Edurific? We’ll start right at the
bottom from the basic difference
between UI and UX. By the end of
the course, you will be ready to
plan and design your very own
web/app

layout!

The

course

trains you to think like a designer,
balancing your creativity with the functional aspects of design. The concepts of color theory, typography, and resolution are covered in a simple
way, strengthening your base for any design field. Lastly, no UI course is
complete without practical knowledge and some software skills!

Learn Python
The 25 classes of Python has been
hand crafted to give our students
an in-depth look at one of the
most robust and efficient programming languages ever developed. Come and see why Python is
truly an Industry Standard, and
then master it with us.

Technology

Data
Science

Space
Technology

Internet of
Things

Blockchain
Technology

Renewable
Energy

Space
Technology

Autonomous
Vehicle

Autonomous
Underwater
Vehicle

CHAMPION CODER
PAC K AG E

Super coder Package + UI & UX Design +
Python + Applied Technology

BUY NOW

PACKAGE TO BE ELIGIBLE

Kid
Intern
2 months Virtual Internship

SUPER CODER
PAC K AG E
Coding Concepts +
Artificial Intelligence +

An oppertunity to Intern in a
global start up
In the Field of A.I. , Coding &
Robotics
Start Up in the areas of Interest

Robotics Learning
Global Exposure

BUY NOW

Decision making
Being Future Ready
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KRISTIAN NELSON, UK
Kristen created his first bot at the age of 6. He
loves Robotics. He wants to learn advance AI and Robotics.

PERLIN SATHYA, USA
Perlin is a very creative child, she puts a lot of
efforts and gives her best in whatever she does.
She can learn a lot and reach great heights with
the thinking skill. She also created an App on
Coding and creativity for her little sister as she
loves colouring.

SIDDHARTH , UK
Siddharth is very curious about things. He asks a
lot of questions and once he is satisfied then only
he moves to other topics. He is a very bright kid,
we are glad to have him in our SuperKids list..
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SAMKHYA MUKHERJEE (NOAH), INDIA
Noah is 6 years old, he has his own youtube
channel called SMALL TALK where he teaches
python in bengali. Please do not forget to LIKE..
COMMENT.. and SHARE... his videos. He has
also created a video “How should kids deal
with COVID'19”.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEXjIGs3yOOzHJj9_dwwfQQ

PRATIK G K , INDIA
Pratik is 11 years old, he is great self learner and
quick to grasp concepts he has developed a web site and integrated a conversational AI in it to
answer questions on Corona virus Also built an
app for scheduling classes for us. He is a also
certified in conversational AI and App

IBRAHIM ZUMMER, INDIA
Ibrahim is 13 years old, he has built a sling shot
game that's on the play store and also created a
bot for his school . He is a certified Conversa
tional AI developer and game developer with us.
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hello@eduriﬁc.com

www.eduriﬁc.com
+91 8037097097

+44 1522458957

